Integral deferred correction (IDC) methods have been shown to be an efficient way to achieve arbitrary high order accuracy and possess good stability properties.
Introduction
In this paper we present high order operator splitting methods based on the integral deferred correction (IDC) mechanism. The methods are designed to leverage recent progress on parallel time stepping and offer a great deal of flexibility for computing the ordinary differential equations (ODEs). We focus on extending IDC theory to the case of splitting schemes on the IVP
and discuss the application in parabolic PDEs. Here, u ∈ R n and f (t, u) :
In the case that (1.1) arises from a method of lines discretization of time dependent PDEs which describe multi-physics problems, we encounter high dimensional computation. For these problems, the splitting methods can be applied to decouple the problems into simpler sub-problems. Therefore, the main advantage of operator splitting methods are problem simplification, dimension reduction, and lower computational cost. Two broad categories can classify many splitting methods: differential operator splitting [1, 25, 32, 33] and algebraic splitting with the prominent example of the alternating direction implicit(ADI) method, which was first introduced in [9, 7, 30] for solving two dimensional heat equations. The main barrier in designing high order numerical methods based on the idea of splitting is the operator splitting error. To obtain high order accuracy via low order splitting method generally adds complexity to designing a scheme and stability analysis [14, 27, 18, 27, 26, 34, 12] .
A recent work in [3] utilizes the spectral deferred correction (SDC) procedure to the advection-diffusion-reaction system in one dimension in order to enhance the overall order of accuracy. However, their work does not contain a proof that the corrections raise the order of the method.
In [10] , a SDC method is first proposed as a new variation on the classical deferred correction methods [2] . The key idea is to recast the error equation such that the residual appears in the error equation in integral form instead of differential form, which greatly stabilizes the method. It is proposed as a framework to generate arbitrarily high order methods. This family of methods use Gaussian quadrature nodes in the correction to the defect or error, hence the method can achieve a maximal order of 2(M − 1) on M grid points with 2(M − 2) corrections. This main feature of the SDC method made it popular and extensive investigation can be found in [10, 28, 21, 23, 22, 15, 16, 24] . Following this line of approach, the IDC methods are introduced in [6, 5, 4] . High order explicit and implicit Runge-Kutta (RK) integrators in both the prediction and correction steps (IDC-RK) are developed by utilizing uniform quadrature nodes for computing the residual. In [6, 5] , it is established that using explicit RK methods of order r in the correction step results in r higher degrees of accuracy with each successive correction step, but only if uniform nodes are used instead of the Gaussian quadrature nodes of SDC. It is shown in [5] that the new methods produced by the IDC procedure are yet again RK methods. It is also demonstrated that, for the same order, IDC-RK methods possess better stability properties than the equivalent SDC methods. Furthermore, for explicit methods, each correction of IDC or SDC increases the region of absolute stability. Similar results are generalized to arbitrary order implicit and additive RK methods in [4] .
Generally, for implicit methods based on IDC and SDC, the stability region becomes smaller when more correction steps are employed. It is believed that this is due to the numerical approximation of the residual integral. The primary purpose of this work is to apply the IDC methods to the low order operator splitting methods in order to obtain higher order accuracy.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we briefly review several classical operator splitting methods and show how these methods can be cast as additive RK (ARK) methods. In Section 3 we formulate the IDC methodology for application to operator splitting schemes. In Section 4, we prove that IDC methods can correct for both the splitting and numerical errors of ODEs, giving r higher degrees of accuracy with each correction, where r is the order of the method used in the correction steps.
In section 5, as an interesting example, we will show how to use integral deferred correction for operator splitting (IDC-OS) schemes as a temporal discretization when solving PDEs. In Section 6 we carry out numerical simulations based on IDC methods for both linear and non-linear parabolic equations, and demonstrate that the new framework can achieve high order accuracy in time. In Section 7 we conclude the paper and discuss future work. We note that both the parallel time stepping version of IDC and the work presented in this paper are likely to benefit from the work in [20] , and will be the subject of further investigation.
Operator splitting schemes for ODEs
In this section, we review several splitting methods which will serve as the base solver in the IDC framework. For differential operator splitting, such as Lie-Trotter splitting and Strang splitting, which happens at continuous level, we will apply appropriate numerical methods to the sub-problems and refer the whole approach as the discrete form of differential splitting. For both the differential splitting and algebraic splitting, we will show that each of the numerical schemes can be written as an ARK method. This insight is the first step required to apply the IDC methodology [4] to operator splitting schemes, which is the primary purpose of the present work.
Review of ARK methods
For IVP (1.1), when different p-stage RK integrators are applied to each operator L ν , the entire numerical method is called an ARK method. If we define the numerical solution after n time steps as υ n , which is an approximation to the exact solution u(t n ), then one step of a p-stage ARK method is given by
and ∆t = t n+1 − t n . An ARK method is succinctly identified by its Butcher tableau, as is demonstrated in Table 2 .1. In the following sections, we will explicitly write out the Butcher tableau for each operator splitting scheme and conclude that each of the operator splitting schemes considered in this work is indeed a form of ARK method.
Lie-Trotter splitting
We describe Lie-Trotter splitting for (1.1) in the case of Λ = 2 in the right hand side functions. We consider a single interval [t n , t n+1 ] . With first order Lie-Trotter splitting, (1.1) can be solved by two sub-problems: 
where υ n denotes the numerical approximation for u at time level t n . However, this approach only produces a first order approximation.
In order to make use of IDC methodology [4] to lift the order of accuracy of (2.4), we write a Butcher tableau for (2.4) in Table 2 
Strang splitting
In this section, we consider the second order Strang splitting for the case of three operators to demonstrate how to construct Butcher tableaus for general differential operator splitting schemes. The case of Λ = 3 operators can arise when splitting a stiff ODE into three sub-problems while maintaining second order accuracy in time.
We also focus on a single time step, [t n , t n+1 ]. Second order Strang splitting for (1.1) reads as
],
(2.5)
Note that this splitting occurs on the continuous level, i.e. the temporal derivative for each sub-problem in (2.5) has yet to be discretized. If we discretize equations (2.5) with trapezoidal rule, we obtain an update of the form,
,υ 1 )),
,υ 4 )), 6) where t n+
∆t. In Table 2 .3, we write this scheme in the Butcher tableau. 
ADI splitting
The ADI method is a predictor-corrector scheme as a typical example of algebraic splitting, which happens after the discretization of equations. Here we are considering the discretized ODE version of the Peaceman-Rachford scheme [30] for (1.1). When Λ = 2, the ADI scheme takes the form
The Butcher tableau for the scheme (2.7) is shown in Table 2 .5, and clearly, we see that we can view the ADI splitting scheme as a 2-stage ARK method. Table 2 .5: Butcher tableau for ADI scheme.
Formulation of IDC-OS schemes
In this section, we review the formulation of IDC-OS presented in [4] . The authors [4] considered IDC methods for implicit-explicit (IMEX) schemes, where the non stiff part of the problem was treated explicitly, and the stiff part of the problem was treated implicitly. At present, our focus is on entirely implicit schemes.
We begin with some preliminary definitions. The starting point is to partition the
"macro"-time steps are defined by H n = t n+1 −t n , and we permit them to vary with n.
Next, each interval [t n , t n+1 ] is further partitioned into M sub-intervals [t n,m , t n,m+1 ],
with time step size h n,m = t n,m − t n,m−1 . If Gaussian quadrature nodes are selected, as was originally done with the SDC method [10] , h n,m varies with m. • Prediction step : Use an r 0 -th order numerical method to obtain a preliminary solution to IVP (1.1)
which is an r 0 -th order approximation to the exact solution
where u m = u(t m ) is the exact solution at t m for m = 0, 1, 2, ..., M .
• Correction step : Use the error function to improve the accuracy of the scheme at each iteration. For k = 1 to c s , (c s is the number of correction steps):
(1) Denote the error function from the previous step as
where u(t) is the exact solution and ] . Note that the error function, e (k−1) (t) is not a polynomial in general.
(2) Denote the residual function as
and compute the integral of the residual. For example,
where γ m,j are the coefficients that result from approximation of the integral by quadrature formulas and υ
(3) Use an r k -th order numerical method to obtain an approximation to error vector
where e
is the value of the exact error function (3.5) at time t m and we denote it as
To compute δ [k] by an operator splitting method consistent with the base method, we first express the error equation in a form consistent with original problem we are solving. We start by differentiating the error (3.5),
together with (1.1)
Bring the residual to the left hand side, we have
(3.11)
We now make the following change of variable,
12)
With this change of variable, we see that the error equation can be expressed as an IVP of the form,
This is now in the form of (1.1) and we can apply the same operator splitting scheme to (3.13) that we applied to (1.1) and obtain the numerical approximation to ϑ
. Recovering δ given ϑ is a simple procedure.
(4) Update the numerical solution as
Remark 1 (The prediction step): For example, if we apply the discrete form of first order Lie-Trotter splitting (2.4) to (1.1) with Λ = 2, we have for
(3.14)
Remark 2 (The correction step): As an example, if we use ADI splitting in the correction step, we will solve (3.13) with Λ = 2, we have for m = 0, 1, 2, ..., M − 1,
where
Analysis of IDC-OS methods
In this section, we will discuss the error estimate for IDC-OS methods. Our analysis is similar to previous work of IDC-RK and IDC-ARK [6, 5, 4] . In section 4.1, we will establish that the IDC procedure can successfully reduce the splitting error for differential operator splitting methods where each sub-problem is solved exactly. In section 4.2, we continue by leveraging the ideas from the work in [4] , and prove that the overall accuracy for the fully discrete methods is increased, as expected, with each successive correction. The second set of arguments apply to the discrete form of the differential operator splitting methods as well as the algebraic operator splitting methods. We present results for the stability regions of IDC-OS schemes in section 4.3. We remark that throughout this section, superscripts with a curly bracket {k} denote the analytical functions related to solutions through differential splitting methods.
Splitting error: exact solutions to sub-problems
Differential operator splitting introduces a splitting error. If each sub-problem is solved exactly, the overall method only contains splitting error. Our starting point is to prove that IDC framework can reduce this splitting error. The primary result from this subsection is given by the following theorem. and f ν satisfy the smoothness requirements in Theorem 4.1, and u {0} (t) is the solution obtained by applying Lie-Trotter splitting (2.3) to (1.1), and the followed sub-problems are solved exactly, then the splitting error scales as 
and
with
(h) is the approximation of
solved by the Lie-Trotter splitting method. It's easy to see that
, we examine the scaled
With this new notation, IVP (3.13) can be equivalently written as
(4.5)
Using the Lie-Trotter splitting method to solve IVP (4.5) will give us
. Similar as the work of IDC-RK in [6] , one can further check that
. Therefore,
Notice that IVP (4.1) and (4.7) are both first order ODEs, and h
(t) is a solution to (4.1). Through the uniqueness of the solution for IVP, one can conclude thatQ
Similarly, from IVP (4.2) and (4.8), one can further concludē
Thus (4.10) is equivalent to
i.e.
We now complete the proof of Lemma 4.3 for the case of Lie-Trotter splitting.
The conclusion in Theorem 4.1 also holds for Strang splitting method (2.5) and the proof is essentially the same as Lie-Trotter splitting. We have now demonstrated that IDC can lift the order of accuracy when each sub-problem is solved exactly, however, in practice, we usually do not have access to analytical solutions for these sub-problems. We will consider the fully discrete scheme in the next section.
Local truncation error: discrete solutions to sub-problems
A fully discrete solution introduces additional error beyond the splitting error. In this section, we turn to analyzing fully discrete IDC-OS schemes and begin with some preliminary definitions [6] . (3.2) . We denote L M as the M -th degree Lagrangian interpolant of (t, ψ):
An s-th degree discrete differentiation is a linear mapping that maps ψ to
This linear mapping can be represented by a matrix multiplication (smoothness of a discrete data set) A discrete data set ( t, ψ) =
is bounded as h → 0, with h defined as the step size in the sub-interval (t m , t m+1 ) where
As discussed in section 2, all the listed operator splitting schemes are a form of ARK methods. Therefore, we can use the framework of the IDC-ARK schemes in [4] to enhance the order of the discretized scheme. Hence, we shall describe only what is needed for clarity when extending the results of the work in [4] to the fully implicit case under consideration here. For further details, we refer the reader to [5, 4] . The theorems below apply to lifting the order of algebraic splitting as well as the discrete form of differential splitting. The splitting error discussed in Theorem 4.1 is directly related to the local truncation error. We note that the results in the following theorem can be generalized to all IDC-OS schemes which can be written as a form of ARK method and the proof is quite similar. 
Performing Taylor expansion of f 1 (t m+1 , υ) at t = t m , we get (4.20) on the other hand, the exact solution satisfies
Subtracting (4.20) from (4.21) gives
where e m+1 = u m+1 − υ m+1 is the error at t m+1 . Denote
We will use an inductive approach with respect to the degree of the smoothness s to investigate the smoothness of the rescaled error vectorē = e h , and
First of all,ē has at least zero degrees of smoothness in the discrete sense since ē ∼ O(h). Assumeē has s ≤ M − 1 degrees of smoothness, we will show d 1ē has s degrees of smoothness, from which we can concludeē has (s + 1) degrees of smoothness.
By assuming that f 1 and f 2 have at least σ degrees of smoothness, we can conclude Before investigating the correction step for IDC-OS schemes, we describe some details for the error equations first. Notice that the error equation after (k-1) correction steps has the form of (3.11), with the notation Q (k−1) (t), we actually implement the problem (3.13) on time interval [t m , t m+1 ] via discrete Lie-Trotter splitting as follows 
degrees of smoothness in the discrete sense after the (k − 1)-th correction step. Then, after the k-th correction step using an r k -th order ARK method and k ≤ k cs ,
(2) The rescaled error vectorē
has M + 1 − s k degrees of smoothness in the discrete sense.
Proof: The proof of Lemma 4.9 is similar as Lemma 4.8, but more tedious. Similar as in [4] , we outline the proof here and present the difference between the proof of IDC-OS and IDC-RK, IDC-ARK in Proposition 4.10, we refer the reader to [5] for details.
Substract the numerical error vector from the integrated error equation
and make necessary substitution and expansion via the rescaled equations.
Bound the error e
[k] by an inductive approach.
The following proposition is about the equivalence of the rescaled error vector and unscaled error vectors for Lie-Trotter splitting. We remark that the proof of this proposition shows the difference of the proof between IDC-OS and IDC-RK in [5] , IDC-ARK in [4] . and L ν satisfies the smoothness requirement in Theorem 4.7, then for a sufficiently smooth error function e (k−1) (t), the difference between the Taylor series for the exact error e (k−1) (t m+1 ) and the numerical error δ
is O(h k+2 ) after k correction steps.
Proof: Notice that the left and right hand side terms of the rescaled error equation (4.5) is O(1), applying the discrete form of Lie-Trotter splitting scheme (2.4) to (4.5) will result inQ
The proof is complete if the following argument holds.
which is also equivalent to 
On the other hand, Taylor expanding ϑ at t m will give us
Compare (4.33) and (4.34), we can conclude
Similar approach to the second equation in (4.26) and (4.27) will result in
which completes the inductive proof for (4.32).
Stability
In this subsection, we study the linear stability of the proposed IDC-OS numerical schemes. As is common practice [13] , we consider the test problem
and observe how the numerical scheme behaves for different complex values of λ.
Without loss of generality, we will assume that u(0) = 1, and we'll consider a single time step of length ∆t = 1. The stability region of a numerical method is then defined
An additional complication comes from the fact that an operator splitting scheme requires a splitting of the right hand side of (4.37) into Λ parts. For simplicity, we'll consider the special case of Λ = 2 with λ = λ 1 + λ 2 , and we further assume that λ 1 = λ 2 for simplicity.
In Figure 4 .1 we present stability regions for IDC-OS methods based on three separate base solvers: Lie-Trotter splitting, Strang splitting and ADI splitting. The stability region of Lie-Trotter splitting with IDC procedure is everywhere outside the curves, and the stability regions for Strang splitting and ADI is the finite region inside the curves. The number in the legend denotes the order of the method. For example, "IDC4" represents fourth order methods achieved by the IDC-OS schemes; for LieTrotter splitting, we require three correctors to attain fourth-order accuracy, whereas Strang and ADI splitting only require a single correction. Our first observation is that of the three base solvers, Lie-Trotter splitting is the only solver that retains an infinite region of absolute stability, whereas Strang splitting and ADI reduce to finite regions of absolute stability.
Consistent with other implicit IDC methods, the stability regions for our implicit IDC-OS methods decreases as the number of correction steps increases. We have observed that larger stability regions can be found if we include more quadrature nodes for evaluating the integral of the residual. 4 This leads us to conjecture that a more accurate numerical approximation of the residual integral is important in finding larger stability regions. 
Application of IDC-OS schemes to parabolic PDEs
In this section, we will discuss how to apply the IDC-OS framework to the parabolic problem of the form
The methods can be generalized to a high dimensional setting, but in this work we restrict our attention to two dimensions. For differential splitting methods, it is quite straightforward to apply IDC-OS schemes if we solve (5.1) via method of lines. One can obtain semi-discrete ODE systems which have the same form as (1.1) after spatial discretization. It is natural to assume one operator, say L 1 is related to the terms in x−direction, while L 2 is related to the terms in y−direction. As for algebraic splitting, one major difficulty for applying the IDC-OS framework to PDEs is how to handle the boundary and initial conditions for the error equation. In the following context, we will introduce one ADI formulation which can effectively deal with those issues. For simplicity, we only discuss the case when there is no nonlinear source in (5.1), i.e. s(t, u) = 0.
Classical ADI starts by applying second-order Crank-Nicholson time discretization to the continuous PDE (5.1), this process produces a semi-discrete scheme
where ∆t = t n+1 −t n is the time step, a = a(x, y), a x = a x (x, y) and a y = a y (x, y). On a two dimensional structured mesh, we choose to use the central difference approximation (of orders 2, 4 or 6) for approximating the spatial operators , and we denote them by A x , B x , A y , B y , respectively. If the spatial discretization is performed on an N x × N y grid, there are N x × N y equations in the form of (5.2). We denote Υ as the unknowns in vector form, then we can write these N x × N y equations into matrix multiplication where boundary conditions are also incorporated,
where g Ax , g Bx , g Ay , and g By are the boundary terms. Notice that, different from [8] ,
we enforce the boundary conditions strictly in the scheme. It is easy to verify that the method given in (5.3) is second order accurate in time. Specifically, if we use six order central difference for spatial derivatives such as in the numerical simulations, the local truncation error of (5.3) is O(∆t∆x 6 + ∆t 3 ). Denoting
3) is equivalent to
To set up an ADI scheme, we follow [8] by adding one term J 1 J 2 Υ n+1 to both sides of (5.5), which results in
Then it is straightforward to factor (5.6) as
Let us consider the second term on the right hand side of (5.7). Observe that 8) and that J 1 and J 2 both carry a ∆t in them, we see that the term
. Hence, the second term on the right hand side of (5.7) is the same order as the truncation error, thus can be dropped. Therefore, the scheme reduces to
To solve (5.9), a two-step method was proposed in [9, 30] ,
However, to be symbolically consistent, symmetric and suited for IDC method, we choose to split the boundary values S in the following way,
with boundary terms defined as
Ay + a y g n+1 By ).
(5.12)
It should also be pointed out that the boundary values S are associated with boundary functions g at time t = t n and t = t n+1 , instead of t n+ 1 2 , therefore there is no error introduced from intermediate valuesΥ on the boundary. This is important for setting the boundary conditions when solving the error equation of IDC when we combine the ADI scheme with the IDC methodology. Because the Dirichlet boundary conditions of (5.1) are exact and accounted for in the formulation of the prediction, therefore, the boundary terms will not show up in the correction steps.
Numerical examples
In this section, we present numerical results for the proposed implicit IDC-OS schemes on a variety of examples of the parabolic initial-boundary value problem (5.1), where our aim is to demonstrate the efficiency of the proposed time-stepping methods. We begin with two linear examples of (5.1), and then present an example of the heat equation with a nonlinear forcing term. Our final two examples come from mathematical biology: the Fitzhugh-Nagumo reaction-diffusion model and the Schnakenberg model.
Our present work is in two-dimensions, and every result is performed on a square domain with a cartesian grid. We solve (5.1) using 6-th order central difference for the spatial discretization in order that the temporal error is dominant in the measured numerical error. Table 6 .6, Table   6 .7 and Table 6 .8 respectively. We can clearly conclude that the schemes achieve the designed order with IDC methodology, i.e. with one more correction step, the order of the scheme increases by 1 for Lie-Trotter splitting, while the order of the scheme increases by 2 for Strang splitting and ADI splitting. Table 6 .6: Linear example with Dirichlet boundary conditions. Errors u − υ Nt ∞ for Lie-Trotter splitting method, T = 0.025.
Example 2. Linear example: periodic boundary conditions. In this example, we will solve (5.1) when a(x, y) = 2 + 0.5 sin(π(4x + y)), and the initial condition
Number of time steps N t Correction N t = 60 order N t = 80 order N t = 100 order N t = 120 order c s = 0 3.02e- Table 6 .8: Linear example with Dirichlet boundary conditions. Errors u − υ Nt ∞ for IDC-OS based on ADI splitting, T = 0.025.
u 0 (x, y) = sin(2π(x + y)). We compute errors using the difference between two successive refinements: 1) where N t describes the number of time steps.
Again, we present results using three splitting options: Lie-Trotter, Strang and ADI splitting. Convergence studies are presented in Tables 6.9, 6.10 and 6.11, and we can also observe that the schemes achieve the designed order. Note that the numerical error for the two correctors when N t = 320 is not reliable in the cases of Strang and ADI splitting because of precision limitation.
Number of time steps N t Correction N t = 40 order N t = 80 order N t = 160 order N t = 320 order c s = 0 4. for ADI splitting method, T = 0.05. An IDC-OS solver for (6.2) requires a definition for how the splitting will be performed. Here, we choose to split the problem into three pieces: L 1 and L 2 are the same as linear case, while L 3 contains the remaining non-linear terms,
We use Newton-iteration to solve the discretized version of u t = L 3 (t, u).
In Tables 6.12 [11] . FHN equations with diffusion can be written as
where D u , D v are the diffusion coefficients for activator u and inhibitor v respectively, and δ is a real parameter. We consider the classical cubic FHN local dynamics [19, 29] ) 2 ) , (6.9) at different times are shown in Figure 6 .4, we can observe that the initial data are amplified and spreads, leading to thew formation of spot pattern. The computational time step size is chosen as ∆t = 0.001. We also note that similar patterns can be obtained by IDC-OS scheme based on Strang splitting.
Conclusion
In this paper, we have provided a general temporal framework for the construction of high order operator splitting methods based on the integral deferred correction procedure. The method can achieve arbitrary high order via solving correction equation whereas reduce the computational cost by taking the advantage of operator splitting.
Error analysis and numerical examples for IDC-OS methods are performed to show that the proposed IDC framework successfully enhances the order of accuracy in time.
A study on order reduction for very stiff problems will be part of our future work. 
